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I. SNS Storage Ring

The parametersof theSNS storageringarelisted inTabie 1. Several relevant
issues in the machine design are as follows.

1 With the very high intensity of 2.08 x 1014protons per pulse, the space charge
effect and the particle distribution in transverse phase space need attentions [1].

2 At 2 MW, the beam power of the SNSis about 12 times higher than the ISIS,
and about 25 times higher than the PSR In the 1996 survey, with 4.3 hours
cooldown after the operations at about 56 KW level, there are still 31 contact
readings at the ends of sections show the activation higher than 2 rem/hr, 11 of
them higher than 5 rem/hr [2]. This activation affects operations at the PSR
For the SNS, therefore, the uncontrolled beam loss is not allowed to exceed
0.0270 of the beam intensity. One approach to achieve this goal is to use l=ge
machine aperture, which then has impact on the impedance and instabilities.

P ammeter I SNs I unit I
Beam Power ~p I ~ IMWI

r

Total Particle ] N i 2-08 \ 10’4

Circumfemnce C12201m
Kinetic Enenru I J% I 1.0 I GeV I,
Repetition h-t;

,
60 Hz \

Bunch Length ~ ~B 1550t72~i
1

Injection Tums l~~o

RF Vo&ge, h = 1/2 v&V 40/20 KV
Beam Momemtum Spnd Ap/p / 0.7 I %

Beam Cumznt Io/IP 40/80 I A ]
Ave. (%amber Radius b 10 Imi

I

Uncontr. Beam Loss 0T02 i ‘%”
Beam Loss Power jm I 1.8 I W/m

Table 1: SNS storage ring psraxneters
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The SNS is intentionally designed with a relatively high RF voltage. The large “
beam momentum spread delined during the multiturn injection, therefore, may
help the damping of the longitudinal microwave instabilities. The high RF
voltage also brings along with the tolerance for the longitudinal space charge
effect, which is defocusing and causes the bunch leakage into the gap.

The bunch in the SNS storage ring is very long, however, it only has to stay
in the machine for about 1 m.s. Immediately after the multiturn injectioq the
beam is extracted. This calls for better understanding of the impedance and
instability issues during the beam stacking.

In this paper, selected impedance and instability issues will be discussed. Also,
unsettled issues will be raised, indicating the directions of the planned works.

II. Impedance

The impedances of the SNS storage ring, like other qmchrotrons, fall into several
categories as follows.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Space charge impedance is frequency independent. These are calculated for the
SNS storage ring as Zt/n = –jl% Q and ZT = –j6.87 M Q/m, forlongitudinal

and transverse, respectiwly. This impedance is a dominant one.

Resistive wall impedance is of interest at very low frequency range. The rela-
tion of ZT s (Zf/n) 2R/@z exists. Sometimes, one estimates the resistive wall
impedance by its value at the revolution frequency. At the SNS, the longitu-
dinal and tramwerse resistive wall impedances at the revolution frequency are
Zc(wo) = 0.65(1+ j)fl and Z~(Uo) = 5.22( 1 + j) KC?/m, respectively.

Resonant frequency of broadband impedance is in a few GHz. ‘Therefore, below
the cut off &quency 1 GH’z, this impedance can be seen as an inductance.

Resonant modes of low tiequency impedance are in a few tens to several hundred
MHz. In the relevant frequency range of up to 1 GIYz, the imaginary part of
the impedance camot be seen as a pure inductance, and the real part may
not be negligible. The contributors of the low frequency impedance include the
BPM, the extraction and injection kickers. The impedance of the BPM of the
SINSstorage ring is handily calculated using conventional formulations [3,4], the
real part of the impedance is peaked around 100 MHz, where the longitudinal
and transverse impedances are Zg/n s 2 !0 and ZT s 40 KQ/m, respectiwly.

Narrow band impedances are mainly from the RF cavities. However, parasitic
parameter may cause sharp resonance in the kicker impedance, and large Aeps

and cavities of the vacuum chamber may also contribute to the narrow band
impedance.
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In the design of the SNS storage ring,some concerns iuith respect to the broad-
band and narrow band impedances, and also the extraction kickers have been raised.
Therefore, these impedances will be -dsmssed separately as follows.

A. Broadband Impedance

The bellows, steps, ports, collimators, etc., contribute to the broadband impedance.
The gened reIation be-n the longitudinal and transverse impedances, ZT s
(ZJn) 2.R/@, can be applied. In Table 2, the broadband impedanms due to each
component are shown for the SNS storage ring, using the analytical calculations [5].

Zf/n ZT
BelZows 1.1 8.8

Wcuum DOltS 0.49 3.9
1 !

\ Vdvis (j.zg 2.2
steps 16.8 134.4

Collimator 1.04 8.3
Total 19.7 157.6
unit jfl jKQ/m

Table 2: Broadband impedance

The broadband impedance is dominated by large steps, typically 2 cm.
present, only moderate tapering and shielding are proposed. Further tapering

At
and

complete shielding can reduce the broadband impedance to just a few L?s. However,
not only the cost is an issue, the machine aperture is also afkcted in further tapering
and shieiding.

On the other hand, the broadband impedance calculated for the SNS storage ring
is comparable with j14 L?for ISR [6], j16 !2 for SPS [7], j30 Q for AGS [8], and j17
Q for CPS [9]. Experience in
broadband impedance posed
loss.

the operations of these machines did not show that the
the limit of beam intensity or caused additional beam

B. Narrow Band Impedance

The narrow band impedance comes mainly from the RF cavity high order modes.
The large steps and other cavities in the chamber also contribute to the narrow band
impedance in the range around GI+z. In addition, it wdl be shown that the unmatched
extraction kickers also contribute to the narrow band impedance.

Coupled bunch instability, caused by the narrow band impedance, is not relevant
to the SNS. On the other hand, theoretically, narrow band impedance may cause
instabilities for long bunches, for instance, the transverse Robinson instabili~ [10].
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For the low or medium energy hadron machines, however, no evidence has been shown
that this impedance has posed serious limitations.

Better undemanding of the impact of the narrow band impedance is needed,
prior to take possible further steps beyond the moderate tapering and shielding.

C. Extraction Kicker, Transverse

The ~ ‘on kicker of the SNS storage ring consists of 8 window &ame magnet
units, with the a-age length of ~ = 40 cm, the
have height 2a= 11.5 cm. The impedance of this
but also very sensitive to the terminations.

Consider the conventional calculation [11],

z~ =
wp&
—f2/m
&2Z.

average width of ~ = 14 cm, all
kicker is not only relatively large,

(1)

where Zk = juL + Zg, with L the magnet inductance, and 29 the termination
impedance. For Zg = 200 L?, the extraction kicker transverse impedance is shown
in Fig. 1, where we obserw that the real part of the impedance, Z~X = 20 KQ/m,
is peaked at 30 MHz.

.10 - ... ...... .. . . ... . . .. .. .. ..... . . . . . . ....... . .. .. ...... ... . .-,,_-.,, .. ... .. ... ...

a -. ...... .... . ... . .. ...... . . . .. . . . .. .. ............ . ..... . . .......... ...... . . ....... ............. . ....

40-
0 10 m m 4a Sam m m 90 100

M

Fig. 1

Using a more realistic termina tion with 50 pf capacitance presented around the
stray inductance of 0.5 @, the picture of the impedance is dramatically changed, as
shown in Fig. 2. Two resonances with much narrower bandwidth are shown at 20
MHz, and 50 MHz, with the real parts of ZT& z 100 Kfl/m, and ZT,& ~ 200
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KQ/m, respectively. Sensitivity of the impedance with respect to the termination
can also be shown if the charging resistance and the stray parameters are changed.

The AGS injection kicker and the AGS Booster extmdion Mser have used the
same structure of window he magnets. The terminations of the magnet windings
did not require special attentions. There are, however, some speculations that these
kicker impedance might be responsible to certain instabilities. Therefore, the mea-
surement of the extraction kicker impedance is undergoing in order to optimize the
terrninations.

.aa t
o 10

I
m 30 40 s m m

H
m 90 tm

Fig. 2

D. Extraction Kicker, Longitudinal

To reduce the massive ferrite loss, copper sheets are placed in the ferrite core of
the window frame magnet as flux break. Taking the thiclmess of the copper sheet as
1 mm, the total leakage inductance around it is calculated as Lied x 6 piY [12]. This
result is also verified by the .sirmdation [13]. Using the formulation,

z~
— = juOL1e&
n

(!))

we get the equivalent longitudinal impedance Zc/n = j45 C?.
It is interesting to note that the SNS longitudinal space charge impedance is

–~ 196 Q, which is negatiw inductive. Therefore, the magnet flux, leakage may
compensate a part of that impedance.

Note that the beam image current at the conductor, WM& is USedas the magnet
winding, will partIy ofiet the field created by the beam. The present plan is, however,
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to use a single power supply to drive both conductors, thus, the image current efkt
wilI be negligible.

Compensation of the longituti space charge impedance has bem studied by
inserthg ferrite rings in the& pipe, such as that at PSR [14] and K13K PS [15].
This approach is also propcsxi for the muon-collider proton driver [16]. If handled
carefully, the ferrite window &me used for the extraction Mcer may be used for
the same purpose A thinner copper sheet might be used without causing a heating
problem [1?], which is associated with the real part of the impedance.

FWy, a complete model should inciude a d.iEerentialflux leakage through the
gap air. Assuming this Ieakage to be a half of the Ieakage around the copper sheet,
and the parasitic capacitance to be 50 p~, the longitudinal impedance is shown in
Fig. 3. It can be observed that the linear inductive part is extended up to 40 MHz,

beyond that the real part of impedance will take place. The effect of this real part of
the impedance on the longitudinal microwave instability probably needs attentions.

Terrnination is also very important in determiningg this impedance [18], which
will be determined by the measurements.

-100 0 10 m 30 40 so m m m 90 100
we

Fig. 3

III. Instability

The most relevant instability issues at the SNS storage ring include the longitu-
dinal microwave, the resistive wall, and the transverse microwave instabiIities-
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Longitudinal -lVhcrowave Instability

‘Takingthe ‘beam peak current of 80 A, the Keil-SchnelI criterion is satia&d for
the SNS storage ring if the beam momentum spread Ap/p ~ 0.65%. For the machines
operated below transition, this criterion is believed to be too stringent. The SNS
dmraus RF’ vnllvaua nf tho filnclamontal h~wnnn;- ;Q All UT/-.--~. .- .W..v. -. “-. -—-—”-”- —---- w xv &* v +ha L*. - -nww!..+**-, Uus u— UUUGUU -

spread at the end of stacking is Ap/p = +0.7’Yo. Therefore, the longitudinal microwave
instability shotid not happen.

= lk—— ——,
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Fig. 4

One of the concerned issues in the beam stacking is the leakage of particles into
the gap. The leaked proton beam is blamed for the survival of the electrons during the
gap passage. The PSR study has shown that this leakage caa lower the -p instability
threshold [19]. Also, for a storage ring, the Ieaked beam in the gap results in ‘directly
+Lflh.. - 1A.. .4. +LA.&... t;e -buc Uc- Luau ab IJIAC c.i14LaL bluu.

To reduce this leakage, the ramping of the RF voltage horn 20 W at the b~
ginning to 40 lW at the end of stacking is proposed. The mountain range during
the stacking, the line density and the particle distribution at the end of stacking are
shown in Fig.4. It can be obsemed that the beam momentum spread has been reduced
&- l-. — LA CKOZ :. . . ..-+. LT. C_—— AL. l_-A*-.J:-.l —:..-—--- :..e+.h:l:+.
IJU i!i~[ ~ = ZU. UCJ /0 , ‘W-hkh KY cULCIJIAXUIC LLUIU Idle LULl&lI UCllUtl,L LLULLUWGVG W MAUU.J

point of view.

Using the typical Linac beam momentum spread at the end of the transport
line, Ap/p = +0.1’ZO, concerns have been raised on the beam momentum distribution
in the ring. Simulations show that a large amount of particles have the momentum
A-<-4.: -- 1-.. &l...- -I-A007 bLA.+..1=--- TL - .n--&:-------um LaAJU LcaaIACW XU.L/o,diiii~g UK auuuu

-s &l.. a lawl-”+,d; n.l
~. A 11~ CUCU blV CU~== UL L)UC MJU&. U—

microwave instability damping mechanism, based on the beam momentum spread, is
questioned.
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To improve the beam momentum distribution in we ring, the Linac beam Ap/p =
A(l ?Z ic rncmloa+d whifih ia4“. ”,” w .-y.- ..-, -u- in fso+ mecwi in tha .4_..l.3&A_ +Lmt .La— :- lX _

-9 - ---1 --- - u-== OLLLL-UAVU b-b auwu UA r Ls. 4
The beam momentum distribution in the ring has been improvd, however, the beam
ioss associated with this “@ge momentum spread probabiy need9 attentions.

B. Resistive Wall Instability

For the stainless std vacuum chamber used for the SNS, at the tune of u = 5.82,
the resistive wdi -biiity growth rate at the end of stacking is cakuiated as 1 ms
for zero chromatici~. AIso, the Iargest growth rate of mode m = 1 isabout 1/5 of the
m = O mode, i.e. 5 m, which happens at ~ s –0.04. In this calculation, damping
~erhanisrn is nnt inchdd— _-.. ———.-—

Using the same approdq the AGS resistive wall instability at the injection porch
is calculated with the growth rate of 0.37 ms, at the vertical tune of v = 8.85. “The
resistive wall instability obsemxl at the AGS has a typical growth rate of 2 ms, which
is slower than the calculated one by a factor of 5.

A1-- ..e;-..r +L- =.-- .-n..-.mfikm WUL5 Ub.bc a-= layyA u— &h. A P-C Rafia+.. .-:&:._ —11 :_.+. L:l:k. —..&l.
, buc Xxuu uvun LlcL LWUIJLVC Wau Ubauuby &uw tiu

rate was calculated as 0.48 ms. In the operation, the instability has never been
observed. ‘The fast ramping at the Eooster probabiy heips to further damp the insta-
bility.

We conciude that the resistive wall instability will not be strong enough to cause
. .-=-... -.-klfi- .4. +La CXTC A-..,..* A=”. A l--
@ XL*UU ~LUUU=.U -b IAL= ULTU CiWLrZ~C LLLL~.

+Ln ..L -:,.- -t ..”:-- -A-:-l-a- .4==1
n.mu, IJuc LALUILC U1 Imug akl.u.uma sbm

vacuum chamber is justifiable on this aspect.

n
b. 5hnssv-erse Iwicrow-ave Ins-Labilitiy-

-1
L.

—..—. :- A- L:l:L. :______Tkiimv=r= u.akaukuby m=uta

TLa &.-:.al h..-.~ 1--AL .+ L.L.- CNTC .Aa . . ..-. A--- :- .. L-.-A K:n -. J.<-- =.. L.-
*UG by~LW=L UWLU LCLL&bU ab bllC QL~LJ CIWLrZ~C 1111~ E iZUUUL ddU ILS7 SIVLL+ LJ== Lu

the full bandwidth of the bunch 3.6 MHz. In comparison, bunch lengths of the LHC
and RHIC at the storage mode are about 1 ns, giving rise to the full bandwidth of
the bunch 2 G13z.

The typical resonate of the broadband impedance is around 1 GHz. Therefore,
.L - J.-—————-- —. >- _-.. —l:——:- -f .- —--— ~. ~ -.~ .1. TTTfl . 3 nTW7_! rmfi]
me Grdusverx uwue wupmg u UI wriwm d,iiDom me Lnu ana n.rub ~aj. Ulvtmcl.——

the much smaller bandwidth of the bunch at the SNS storage ring, the mode coupling
will not happen. Note that due to the difference between the spectrum of the modes,
the mode crossing may take place, but the imaginary part will not rise.

As for the low frequency impedance, weak mode couplings may take place, but no
strong mode coupiing is expected. ‘“- ‘- “-‘- --” .”- “1ms u dgreeaoie vntn me observation that no u.wde-—-

coupling has been taming problem in low and medium energy proton synchrotrons.

Since the entire beam life takes about a symduotron period, conventional head-
t~ type instahfity will nnt he a serirms nrnhl~m.— ---- -- —-----— r-----— .
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The transverse microwave instabili~, however, may develop at a part of the long
bunch, depending on the local peak current, associated impedance, and local coherent
tune shift.

2. MicX’&Vave instabili~

The rule of thumb in the transmrse microwave stability is that the coherent tune
shift should not ex~ the incoherent tune spread. The coherent tune sh& comes
mainly horn the space charge image effect and the broadband impedance ef%ct. This
tune shift has been frequently measured in the operated machines.

The incoherent tune spread can be written u

Avi= = ((n + vlJq - fvo)~
P

where the slippage (q) and chromatic (Q effects are

i- Av&o (3]

momentum dependent. Usually,
Av& includes the amplitude dependent octupolar tune spread and the synchrotrons
tune. A question often raised, is the space charge incoherent tune spread effective in
damping the transverse microwave instability?

A review of the existing low and medium energy proton syd.rotrons has shown
that excMi.ng the space charge incoherent tune spread, the coherent tune shifts
consistently exceed the incoherent tune spread, which consists of chromatic, slippage,
and synchrotrons tune spread, but not the octupolar tune spread.

ISIS AGS B PSR AGS
N 14 2 3 16 \ 10’3
Bt 1 0.4 0.4
& 0.07 0.2 0.8 / & GeV

‘5 -1.4 -o-~ -0.2 -0.2
Ap/p 0.2 I 0.7 0.34 / 0.4 ‘%

Av.aLl 10.9 5.63 0.77 1.77 10-2
AVBB 0.73 0.74 0.35 1.95 10-2

Av.iwA 11.63 6.37 1.12 3.64 1(-J-2

M VOLJP/P 1.09 0.69 0.14 0.71 10-2
qAp/p 0.16 0.45 0.06 0.05 10-2
Avs o 0.3 0.04 0.27 10-2

AVinc.ti 1.25 1.4A 0.24 1.03 10-2

Table 3. Coherent and Incoherent Tunes

Consider the normal operations of PSR, AGS and its Booster at the injection
energies, and dso a study performed at the ISIS for coasting be= at the ~jection
ener~. The broadband impedance is assumed to be j30 Q for all the machines. For
convenience, the mode n = 1 is used in the calculation of the slippage tune spread.
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In Table 3, it is shown that for all these machines, the coherent tune shift is much
1---- *L.” +h. :-.ALn..”+ h.”- -...2 ml... —- :. 1--–-– :r AL- —-.—. :- l.—-U ~u buu buc wbuuGAcub uUC apLcu. Au= sap J&ll@JgerU ule wu~ @ luwtx.

The operations of these machines over the years, however, have not been ham-
pered by the transverse microwave imitability. It is of interest, therefore, to consider
the role played by space charge tune spread in danmimz the tranwerse microwave—=.—=
instabili~.

3. EH6ct of space charge inadmrent tune spread

With high intensities, the proton beam particle distribution is Gaussian in trans-
verse- This distribution yields large tune spread, which is betatron amplitude depen-
dent. Imgeneral, the pad5cle with small betatron amnlitmie has larw tnne shift. and–— –– -—-–-— —=—-.—. —— _=_ S__ ___, __
vise versa. For bunched beams, also the particle at the azimuthal center has larger
L_.—- .L:fi -A.-mne sam, ew.

On the other hand, the coherent tune, caused by the image effect and the broad-
band impedance, is in general depressed into the same direction of the incoherent
tl~e sh ii%.

The space charge incoherent tune spread, therefore, is likely damping the mi-
crowave instabilities, especially for the strong instabilities. Due to the averaging
effect, the rigid dipole motion and probably higher order mode motion with slow
growth rate are less l.ikdy to be damped by this mechankm.

Ca.,a.el -mml:na+;--. -d--n+ +- tL;e rl.mm:-- S-L--:— . . . -.---ha .. $=1
UC VGACU buubyu-auw LGAC VCuAll Uu b- ua!.u+u~ uA—— Lu a’= pLwcALbcu Q Lul-

10WS.

1. The coherent tune shift is not always depressed. The examples include the ima-
ge effect for non-circular chamber, and the broadband impedance effect under
rortain rhamhar urnmatnac. . . .— —... ~.w-”...w.

~. Ths rnmnley nartiola Aidnhlltinn in the tnna Aiaur. m imnlix large ~~~fiainti~~- -. .-— =--- r— ----- —- ...”----- - .-. .—. -... &- —y -- .-

in the damping mechanism.

3. Since there is no tune spread for the uniform distribution of the particle in
phase space, the Simulations using uniorm d.isttibutions may be qualitatively
rnisieading.

4. “ ‘oAufa experience

m-m- A—–—.-—- —: ---—--- :—-A-l-:l:L_ :_ -–1--––---–L. 3 .. .L - l-?-l- -—–-—- --2 -s
L ue maubverx wuruwave u.uLduLuLy b ur.uy presenma ~L cne LUgReuer~ euu UL

the AGS cycle, well above transition, at around 20 GeV. In Fig. 5A, the measured
bunch length for the AGS cycle is shown, which is lengthened by the VHF cavi~
dilution in several spots in the cycIe. At the injection, it helps to reduce the SIOW
loss. Immediately above the transition, it is for longitudinal reasons. only well above
ti-.:&:A- $_A- n Q ...fi-A &h.-. Iru-m A:l.. +:.- :. -.. —---- b- . ..---.”- 4.L. A 4-9. --m7mCnCn
LAc%AEaAbAUU, UUU.1 V.U SLULLU7 WAC V LAX UAAUULUU D LLCL~Sc3Ly (JU C)U~~LCX! IAAAC b&_~=A-

,AC
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microwaveinstabilities.The bunch Iength according to the phase damping is also
shown for comparison.

In Fig. 5B, it is shown that at the injection energy, the rsquired tune spread,
which equals to the space charge image and broadband impedance coherent tune
shift, is much larger than the combined tune spread of the slippage, chromatici~,
and the qmchrotron tune. Yet, the machine is very stable in transverse. T& might
be expIained by the large space charge incoherent tune spread at the injection, aIso
shown in Fxg. 5B.

At the high energy end, the space charge incoherent tune spread is reduced
rapidly to comparable with the required tune spread. The transverse microwave
instabili~ may, therefbre, develop.
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Fig. 5

5. Conclusion

Based on the obsemations
and the experiences at the AGS
microwave instabilities will not

IV. PSR Instability

of the low and medium energy proton sjmchrotrons,
and the Booster, we may conclude that the transverse
take place at the SNS storage ring.

The PSR me instability is quite different horn the conventional transverse insta-
bilities, and it is important to asaure that the SNS storage ring will not be hampered
by this me of instabilities. The study of the PSR instability at the BNL consists of
several sapects. These inchxde the analysis of the dampbg m~anism with respect
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to this @e of instabili~, the issue of the gap clearing, and the secondary electron
productions.

A. The e_p instabili~

The high proton beam potential at the PSR is blamed to attract and probably to
accelerate electrons. Therefore, it is one of the main culprits of the ~p type oscillation.
It is straightforward to calculate the potential well for the PS~ the SNS storage fig
for 1 MW and 2 MW operations, as shown in Table 4.

r

PSR Sxs SSS
N 4 10.4 20.8 1013
R 14.35 35.1 35.1 m

B~ 0.4 0.4
b ] ;-4 10 10 cm
a = 420 1.2 2.4 2.4 cm

Vpt. 6 6.5 13 KV

Table 4. Potential well

It is show-n that the potential well of the 1 WV SNS storage ring is about the
same as the PSR For 2 MW SNS, it is about tice as high.

One also notice that for e-p me instabili~, the space charge incoherent tune
spread is not effective in damping. The reason is M follows.

1.

2.

The electron induced proton beam coherent tune shift is not depressed as the
image effect or broadband impedance effect. Instead, with the electrons in the
proton beam, the coherent tune tends to move out of the space charge incoherent
tune spread, in the tune diagram.

If multipacting takes place, the neutralization factor could be large. At the SNS,
the neutralization factor of q- = 0.23 could entirely offset the space charge
effect, leading to zero tune spread.

These results have shown the existence of the mechanism of the ~p instability at
the SNS storage ring. However, with the same importance, the damping mechanism
needs also to be studied by comparing the two machines.

B. Damping mechanism of momentum spread

Numerous evidences at the PSR have showed that the beam momentum spread
is important in damping the e-p instability.

.
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i.

2.

3.

A-.

5.

6.

At the PSR., threshoici is proportional to ‘w- voitage VlU7. From the reiation
[21],

iV K nAp/p a ~~ (4)

where n is the electron bouncing mode number, we get

iVccv~ (5)

This impi.ies aiso
N a (AP/p)2 (6)

Instability improved by inserting ferrite rings in the beam pipe, which cleared
the gap, but also increased beam momentum spread.

Coasting beam threshold increases with the larger Linac beam momentum
enrm A.y. -M.

~@nc~~ r&~ma~~~ G_ffec~ has haam rxentlv chmxrn in tha ctIIrlv wfic~ ~ ~+---- ..---..J .-v . . ..b - . . . ..--, ,

lated with the beam momentum spread.

Double RF study showed no change on the threshold. The peak current is
reduced appiying the second Ix3xmonic ‘RF, but the beam momentum spread
also reduced. Two effects may ofEset.

Increasing the bare tune by one unit improved the instability. It was explained
by the effect of ~voAp/p.

The &piCal beam momentum spread at the SNS is about twice as much as the
P5R- AIw- for 2 MW ~~~. the eiectron hcmnrinc frmnenrv ~ a~~~t ti_ce aS Mgh.*-— .--7 ..-— --- , .—- _-. -4__— --—-—= -.=. —-,

as the PSR Given the similar slippage factor, the tune spread at the 2 M W SM is
abo-ut 4 times as large as the M%. ‘Tliese are shown in ‘1’a’D ie 3. ‘Inserting the nt!giiLl Ve

— -—- l-:..-

impact of the 2 MTV SNS high potential well, the factor of &/Vmt. at the 2 MW

SNS is stii.1about twice as high as the PSR For the 1 MW SNS, t~ factor is
3 times in favor of the SNS.

PSR SNS, lMW SNS, 2MW
Ap/p 0.34 0.7 0.7 %
Tb Go 86 1w-l

L&u

-0.188 I -0.193 -0.193
I ;V = nr@p/p 3.8 11.6 16.2 %

AZ//VrnC 0.63 1.78 1.25L 1

Table 5: Comparison of Tune Snread c!uf2fo &/pr-_——

about

T+ k tharefnre nnec;hla +hn+ tha a-n kc+. h;l; k, WQ ~c~ ha =em at ths ~N.~A. w, . . . . . . . . . ywuua... “-” “u- b–= AUUUQWUAIJJ “- .Q. u -. .-” w. . . .

Efforts at the SNS, however, goon for better understanding of the e-p type instability,
damping mechanism, ad other studies.
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C. Other studies

Other studies toward understanding and preventing the -p me instabili~ at
the ‘3NS are .~ed as fd.bxvs=.—. L.-—.

-?-–—:——
Clearing

As mentioned previo@ly, in addition to the high RF voltage used in the
stacking, a ramping of RF voltage from 20 KV to 40 KV at the end of
stacking is proposed [22].

A gap cleaning kicker is proposed ~23j.

Th@ sff% nf km ~~IJd&~ @&JfJ~e.-. —.-. -. ---

study.

2. Secondary electron (SE) production

The projectile scraping effect in SE production is verified in crashing the
gold beam into the Booster injection septum. Translated equivalent ‘SNS
nrntnn ~17 nrnrll~otirm ra+n -C ahn~~+ %’ f9Al
r~-u== U= Y-w---v.== .=.= ..W -u==. -, ~a=,.

A systematic study of this effect at the BNL Tandem wan de Graaff has
b- performed, using gold, o~gen, and proton ions. The scraping efkct
of ~,/~-~@-1-15h ac ham nhtaind [?51-— “.— ..”—.. ~ti”, .

Also in the Tandem study, it has been shown that using the serrated surface
for the collimator, the SE yield is reduced by more than a factor of 10 [25].

Further studies for ti-erent surface, coatings, conditioned surh,ce are under
pkul.illg.

Pmsible multipacting effect for the proton beams in the PSR and SINSis
under studying [26],
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